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The new military force will accompany Russian troops on patrol missions in the region. Baderkhan
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Russia has opened recruitment centers for a new military force in northeastern Syria aimed at
replacing U.S.-backed Kurdish groups that neighboring Turkey views as terrorists, the Voice
of America broadcaster reported Thursday.

Turkey and its Syrian rebel allies launched a cross-border offensive against the Kurdish
militia after President Donald Trump pulled U.S. forces from the area in October. Kurdish
forces invited the Syrian regime and its close ally Russia to areas they previously controlled to
defend against Turkey’s assault.

Related article: Russia Condemns Turkey for Floating Idea of New Syria Operation

Russia’s military has established a land and air presence in key northeast Syrian positions
previously held by the U.S.

https://www.voanews.com/extremism-watch/russia-seeks-build-local-force-northeast-syria
https://www.ft.com/content/8139b25e-eda6-11e9-ad1e-4367d8281195
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2024/04/29/russia-condemns-turkey-for-floating-idea-of-new-syria-operation
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2019/10/15/us-hands-over-syrian-city-to-russia-reports-say-a67747
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2019/11/08/russia-deploys-military-helicopters-a68101


“The Russians have already opened recruitment centers in two towns in our region, including
Amuda and Tal Tamr,” an unnamed Kurdish journalist told VOA.

Russia is primarily “recruiting ethnic Kurds” for its allied military group, the unnamed
journalist told the U.S.-funded broadcaster. VOA cited the journalist as saying he knows
“several young people who have signed up to join this force.”

The new fighters will mainly accompany Russian troops on patrol missions in the region, the
outlet cited Kurdish military officials as saying.

“We want to make sure that we have a close military relationship with Russia,” an unnamed
commander with the Kurdish-led Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) was quoted as saying.

The SDF, which is made up of Kurdish People’s Protection Units (YPG) fighters that Turkey
views as an offshoot of its outlawed militant group PKK, helped defeat the Islamic State in
Syria.

“Those joining the new force are our people,” the senior unnamed SDF commander told VOA. 

Clashes are not expected between the Russian-led forces and the SDF because, the
commander said, “we are essentially involved in the recruiting and vetting process of the new
fighters.”

Islamic State is a terrorist organization banned in Russia.
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